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Hi, I'm Brad Gregory and I’m a Product Manager here at Equinix. In this video I’m going to
introduce you to some key features going live for Network Edge, release 2021.4. Network Edge
provides virtual network services that run on a modular infrastructure platform, is optimized for
instant deployment, and provides interconnection to network services that are Equinix Fabric
participants. Network Edge is designed for maximum flexibility for customers who want to have a
cloud-like experience for instantiating network infrastructure at the edge.

The Cisco Catalyst 8000v virtual router is now available as a virtual device on the Network Edge
platform. The Catalyst 8000v provides a full suite of IOS XE and SDWAN services at the cloud edge.
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The second feature is Azure connectivity improvements allowing customers greater control when
designing highly available connectivity options. Now, customers can design connectivity options that
meet their current business needs and evolve as their needs change.
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The third feature is Palo Alto Networks firewall cluster management using the Panorama™
management platform. Panaroma™ offers easy-to-implement, centralized management features
that provide insight into network-wide traffic and simplify configurations. This allows customers
to manage both active and standby devices in their cluster.

For the next release, 2022.1, look for some exciting features that enhance the customer experience
when deploying and managing Network Edge devices, such as untagged frame support for Bring
Your Own Connections, device migration that preserves Fabric connections, and virtual circuit
connection statistics. Also, we will be adding more capabilities for Cisco Software-Defined Cloud
Interconnect.
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Network edge has been recently deployed in Miami, New York and Los Angeles. Take advantage
of network agility using Network Edge at each of these locations and the services they offer.
Miami is the primary interconnection point to Latin America, New York provides connectivity to
over 845 customers, partners, financial exchanges and service providers, and Los Angeles offers
connectivity to a rich media and entertainment ecosystem.

That concludes the features for this release. Thanks for watching. If you have questions related
to all things Network Edge, including the features discussed in this Spotlight, please contact
your Network Edge Specialist.
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